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"Crabbed age and yoiitli
can not live together;

youth- is full of pleasance,
Age is full of care:

Youth like summer morn.
Age like winter weather;
Youth like summer brave.
Age like winter bare.

Youth is full of sport,
Age^s b reath is short«
Youth is nimble, age is lame:

Youth is hot and bold.
Age is weak and cold;

Youth is wild, and age is tame,
Age, I do abhor thee.
Youth I do adore thee»"

Shakespeare
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INTRODUCTION

Every country, state, city or small community offersj a variety
of services for individuals and for their families. In general, those
services try to meet the needs of the people throughout their lives.

Today services cover the needs of children, of adolescents, of adults,
and also those of old persons.
Most countries place a great emphasis on services for the children

and the adolescents. Some lack adequate services for adults and many

have few services directed to meeting the needs of elderly people.
Some primitive societies used not to take care of the persons who

passed the productive age.

Today, however, the feeling that the human

being, from the time he is born up to the moment he dies, should be

,regci.rdc:Ci ao a, pc^xoon i.e^ai^xij.c:S3 ox hxs productxve capacxty, has brought
an increasing concern for providing good services forvelderly people.

Although most U.S. communities have service programs for senior

citizens, these seirvices usually lack adequate planning and, most impor
tant of all, lack continued evaluation of how well the services are
delivered.

The purpose of this research was, first, to assess the kinds of

services available for elderly people in the City of Riverside; second,
to make observations on the relations existing among the agencies

delivering those services, and, third, to make an evaluation of those
services based on the information supplied by the agencies themselves.

Questions that guided the research were:

1. What kind of services are available for the elderly?

1

2.

Does the community offer enough social services for aged people?

3#

How easily available are those services (i^e.v^hat requirements or
conditions to be eligible for the services)?
How satisfactory are those services?

5.

What kind of coordination exists among the institutions offering
services for the elderly?

STATEMENT OF THE PROBIJM

Need for the study

The need for doing this type of research can be assessed as follows:

1. It giyes a general picture of the different services and programs
available for elderly people,

2.

It provides a basis for planning at the local level for new services
or programs,

3. It gives insight into problems encountered by the institutions of
fering services for elderly people,

4. It also provides a basis for evaluating the need for more institutions
or programs of the same type in the area or for improving the existing
■ , ones, ■'

5. It helps to evaluate the Coordination existing between chose institu
tions and suggests ways to improve coprdination, and

6. It evaluates, to a certain extent, the quality of the services
offered.

Definitions

Two terms have been used with specific, limited meaning in this
report:

1.

Elderly people are considered, for the purposes of this work, to be
those persons who are 65 years old and over,

2.

Services are the public services offered by governmental and private
agencies ranging from social and housing services to health and

insurance services.

Other services such as help in housework, trans

portation and voluntary activities, etc., are also included.

;■ V'" :

: '■ ■ .
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Method of Collecting Data

This was intended to be primarily descriptiye research. Most of

the data were collected through interviews with the directive personnel

of the different institutions involved in working with the elderly.
Information from private homes for the elderly was obtained by inter
viewing the administrative personnel.

Available written material from

each institution was used as an aid to describe the services they offer.
The population considered in this research includes all public

institutions that provide general services for elderly people in River
side. In addition, private nursing and retirement homes were investigated,
in order to show all kinds of available services.

Two large housing facilities were visited because of their impor
tance.

The other retirement, and nur$ing homes were selected at random

from the phone book, and visited after arrangements were made by phone.
. Since every institution offers a different kind of service, a

single questionnaire could not be used in the interviews. Instead,
interviews were done by using a basic set of questions that were
extended according with the institution.

The focus of the research was

on how the institutions saw their services rather than how their clients

viewed them, hence no interview of elderly people was attempted.

Table 1 presents statistical data on total population and population
65 years or older in Riverside County by communities.

TABLE 1.

Total population and percent of population 65 years old and

over in different comniunities of Riverside County.*

Community

Total

65 and

Percent

Male

Female

48

2268

2439

9053

34

4202

4851

5254

1689

32

783

906

8649

1928

21

848

1080

Banning

12632'

2486

19

1100

1386

Indio

60808

9122

15

4333

4789

Rubidoux

28210

2450

9

1014

1436

148799

12244

8

4716

7528

Blythe

8299

503

7

209

294

Corona

42030

2676

6

1135

1541

350850

46858

20608

26260

Population

over

9747

4707

26422

Elsinore
Beaumont

Ferris
Hemet

Riverside

Total

■ ■■

.

* Source: Riverside Connty Welfare Department, Program of Social
Services, July 1972.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A short desdription of the family life cyGle will give some insight

into the general picture of the way which elderly people are living today.
The evolution of the American family in the last 100 years is well
described by Shanas et al. (1968: 3-5) and Nimkoff (1963: 114), who
indicate that at the end, of the nineteenth century, in an era still
agricultural, the family was "extended". In other words, families in

cluded children, parents, grandparents and even older people; in factV

a three generation family was very common.\ The aged were generally
persons of considerable power in the family, because they controlled
property. They were also respected for their knowledge and abilities.

Later, with more extensive industrialization, property and jobs were
moving away from family control;, and at the same time urbanization dimin-^

ished the size of:the family. The inereasedmdbiiity separated the aged
more often from their children and other kin; consequently old people
were becoming more isolated.

The relationship of aged husband and wife has been strengthened by
the prolongation of life and its more equalitarian nature, but older

people now depend less on kin than in 1900, and more on government, indus
try and philanthropy. The most important changes in their family situation

during the past half century are, probably, the loss of authority of
economic power. This loss is being offset by the growing public benefits

for the aged, resulting from their increasing political power, which in
turn flows from their proportional increase in population.

The Changing Faiiilly Cycle

The many kinds of families are similar in that they develop through

the years in ways that are in part predictable. Every family develops
through a family life cycle. It becomes established in the marriage of
the man and his wife, enters into the child bearing phase, and becomes
a. scene of ihteracting family members as .children grow up. Then in time

faunches the children into lives of their own. The middleaged couple

live alone through their remaining years in an empty nest that is, how— :
ever, still a home base for their married children, their grandchildren

and other relatives, and so continue to be in fact part of the family
life cycle. Each succeeding generation overlaps those that have gone
before and those that come: after.. In recent years there have been sig
nificant changes in the family life cycle that,tend to elongate the

family, inGreasing the potential numbef of inter—generational contacts
(nt the same time that mobility tends to decrease both the number and
the influence of actual relationships between members of the extended

family), and shifting the length of the time spent in each of the various
stages of the family life cycle. These changes are part of the matrix
of social change, (Becker and Hill, 1955:411).

In past times it was common for couples to: have many children so

that they could be helped and materially provided for in their old age.
Half a century ago, when the birth rate was still high,

normal

P^^^fice ior the younger daughters of families to live at home and take

care of their parents. There still exist many families in which an

unmarried daughter has faithfully and uncomplainingly carried out this

^'^by, often at great personal sacrifice. In some households this daughter

has herself reached old age while caring for an exceptionally long lived
parent, so we can see the cost has been for the younger woman, (Agata,
1963:35).

In many other families the parents are accommodated in turn by their

offspring, and many people see a three generation household comprising
grandparents, young couples and children, as the natural social unit,

in which all can contribute and gain something from the association,

(Agata, 1963:36). Drake (1958:327-328) indicates that with the change

from rural to urban living and the greater emphasis on a higher level
of living, two pertinent changes have taken place:

first, there is a

higher proportion of home ownership among the older age categories,

which makes it increasingly less necessary for old people to have to
reside with their relatives; second, because of the desire of younger

people to maihtain a higher level of living, it is less desirable for
them to house and help support a parent or parents. Even though there
are many homes with four and five bedrooms, there has been a definite

trend, especially in the middle price range of housing, toward smaller

houses with two or three bedrooms.

Bringing another adult into such

relatively reduced living quarters imposes a hardship on all three gener

ations, and both parent and grandparent generations seem to recognize
some of the unhappy consequences of this type of arrangement.

Koller (1968:34) indicated that in 1960, 2.3 million elderly people
were living with their children or with other adult relatives, but this

does not mean that older persons preferred to do So, or that the middle
generation was pleased to live with and support their parents and their
children.

Everyday the young people are getting away from the older and

■

v;'
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trying to form their owh separated nuclear family.

^' "
On the other hand,

Drake (1958:327) indicated that the few studies which had been made on

the subject indicate that older people who live with relatives, ordinar
ily would prefer not to. There seem to be two primary reasons why either
single individuals or aged couples live in the same household with

relatives.

The first of this is related to economic considerations,

that is, the older person is not financially able to have a home or

rent a place in which to live. The second is the matter of poor health.

An unpublished report, cited by Drake (1958:328), says that older people
in Los Angeles County (California) give the following reasons for not
wanting to live with other members of their families:

unhappiness

because of overcrowdings annoyances from small children in the home,
and unpleasant interpersonal relations with others in the same home.

They also felt that they were not wanted in the home b

they were

either physically or financially a burden in the family.
The increase in average life expectancy during recent years

produces a situation not faced by previous generations.

Click, cited

by Faber (1964:378), indicated that in 1890, in most families, one of
the parents died before the marriage of the last child, and the other
parent generally died 10 to 12 years later.

In 1950, both parents

were expecting to survive 14 years after the marriage of the last child

and the remaining parent six years more.

At the end of the 1960's,

(The Status of Research in Applied Social Gerontology, 1969:5), the
life expectancy at age 65 was about 15 years, but it is predicted that
if major advances occur in controlling several diseases (i.e. cancer.

,

■— 10- •
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stroke, cafdiovascular illnesses, etc.) the life expectancy at age 65
Blight be 31 years.

So the family life of the old person at this time has two stages:
(1) The postparental period, and (2) The period of terminal widowhood.

In the first stage (parental coiiple whose children have families of
their own) the couple retains an active adult status, living indepen

dently, with less respbnsihilities and simpler life.

Slowly there will

be an increase in loneliness and subsequently a decrease in community
activities.

In the second or terminal stage, the older person no longer

has economic resources for maintaining an active adult status.

At this

time generally the parent is widowed and requires assistance in housing
and maintenance.

His role is no; longer one of adult responsibility

and his physical capabilities are limited, (Faber, 1964:378).
summarized the changes experienced by the aged
in this and in many other sbcieties, as follows:

(1) Retirement from

full time employment by men, (2) Withdrawal from active community and

organizational leadership, (3) Breaking up ofmarriage through the death
of one mate, (4) Loss Of independent household and loss of interest in

distant goals and plans, (5) Acceptance of dependence upon others for
support and advice and management of funds, (6) Acceptance of a subordi

nated position to adult offspring or to social workers, (7) Taking up

of membership in groups made up largely of old people, and (8) Acceptance
of planning in terms of immediate goals.
■" Old age

Before going ahead it seems apprbpriate to try to define old age.
Several authors agree on the fact that there is no clear definition of

:■ ■ ; V'.

■ '11 ; ■
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old age. The understanding of what Gonstitutes old age varies in

different cultures and at different times. In all primitive societies,
and in some which are not so primitive, where the life expectancy is
short, our middle age is their old age.
with, illness.

Usually old age is associated

There seems to be general scientific agreement, however,

that there is no such disease as "old age", and that illness is not a
necessary concommitant of growing old.

If old age is defined as a period

of life which begins at age 65 and continues until death, it can include .
a time span of more than a generation.

Indeed, in contemporary urbanized

societies it is not unusual to have a parent and an adult child who are

both in the category of the old. About 40 percent of all persons aged

65 and over in:the United: S

The old then,

include those in the 60's and those in the 90's, men and women, the

Working and the retired, the well-to-do and the poor,- and the sick and
the well (Field, 1972:69; Shanas, 1971;37).
It seems then that every researcher may adopt his own dividing line

for defining old people, as that definition may be suitable for his
purposes.

In this regard the Gerontological Society (The Status of

Research in Applied Social Gerontology, 1969:55) distinguishes four groups
of old people as follows:

those within the broad age span of 45 and over

(called "functional aged" by labor force definitions), those 65 to 75

or "young aged", those 75 to 85 or "middle aged", and those 85 and over
or "mature aged".
In 1957, Sowder (p. 8) stated that in the United States there were
more old persons at that tijiie than ever before.

The total estimates

were at that time of 14 ihillion persons 65 years old and over.

In 1962,

Taubenhaus and McGormick (p. 310) indicated th^t the national popula
tion 65 years and over was nine percent of the total population and that
the figure was rapidly increasing.

as follows:

In 1969 the general statistics were

there were almost 20 million persons who had passed their

65th birthday^ half were under 73 and more than a million 85 or over.

It was estimated that by the year 2000 there will be about 28,2 million
people 65 years and over in the United States, (The Status of Research
in Applied Social Gerontology, 1969:5),
The most recent figure indicates that the number of persons 65

years of age and over in the United States in 1971 was 20,0505000,
which is about one tenth of the entire population of 203,184,772, (United

Stateb Bureau of the Gensus, 1971:23),

This suggests that the proportion

of old people in the country has not changed much in the last 10 to 15
years^-^';

^

Living Arrangements

Riley at al. (1968:577) indicated that in 1968 about four percent

of all older people (65 and over) were institutionalized.

Rose (1970:456)

and Lissitz (1970:301) give a similar figure, five percent of all old
people as being institutionalized.

This figure agree

well with that of

Shanas (1971:38), who found that in each of several countries studied,
four to five old persons in every 100 are itistitutionalized.

She also

found that from eight to 15 old people in every 100 are either bedfast
or housebound while living in their own homes.

Table 2 presents data from Koller (1968:138) on living arrangements
of elderly people in the United States in 1965,

In regard to the living

arrangements of old people in the United States, Gsterbind (1959:64)

^:13' ■

indicates that many old people believe it is desirable to be near friends
or relatives in case they need assistance.

For this reason, at the time

of retirement, they may move back to areas where they have formerly lived
so as to be near friends or relatives, or they may move to new locations
to which their children or other relatives have moved.

In recent years

there have been an increasing recognition of the fact that a mild cli

mate is favorable to the health of older people.

As a result of this :

and the accompanying developments which have created greater mobility

among people, large groups of elderly people have migrated to Florida,
California, Arizona and other mild-climate locations.

Not only is the

matter of geographic location of great concern to the older individuals

but also the particular type of living arrangements.

Rose (1970:455)

indicated that in general, after the migration, the houses tend to be
smaller than they were before the migration.

Some iaJre even trailers, hotel

rooms and small units in settlements specifically designed for the
aging.

Many old people choose to live in a residence club or a hotel in order
to avoid the burden of housekeeping.

The older person living alone may

find such routines at best bofing, and at worst an excessive drain on his
energy.

The loss of spouse, death of contemporaries, moving of grown

children to another part of the country, and the individual's own inca
pacity for maintaining his former social status, are frequently pertinent

reasons for the older persons choosing a group living situation, (Vivret,
1970:278).

It is important to appraise the different living arrangements avail

able for the elderly, in the light of the individual's needs at a"

Table 2. Living arrangements of old people in the United States in 1965.
From Koller, M, R. (1968;138). (Numbers in thousands).

Men

Living in households
(Husband and wife)

Percent

Women

Percent

5287

66.8

3389

33.3

277

3.5

440

4.3

1283

16.2

3329

32.7

Living with relatives

712

9.4

1918

18.9

Continuing as family
head but without spouse

351

4.4

1091

10.7

Living in institutions

Living alone or with nonrelatives

particular time of life and the degree to which they can satisfy his

requirements at that time ^

We thus fiiid that some of the elderly can

continue to live in the same house which they had occupied previously,
or in a satisfactory substitute.

There are others who may be able to

maintain themselves in their accustomed quarters, but require a variety

of health aids.

Finally, there are those elderly who are too frail to

remain at home and have no one to care for them.

These elderly need some

form of congregate livingj either a home for the aged or a nursing home,
(Field, 1972;64).

It is generally agreed that it is desirable to postpone institution^
alization for illness or other reasons as long as possible.

Sowder (1957:

12) proposes several steps in providing housing and other services for
elderly, as follows:

1.

Help the aged to stay mentally and physically well.

Help them, to stay

■

r - . ■■
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^in their own honies, with or near their ovm friends and relatives young
and old»

Help them to stay employed gainfully if desired and

possihle, and help them to remain self-supporting.
2»

If the last is not possible, help them to stay in a home near friends
and relatives.

3.

Even if the aged are ill or infirm, provide home care if possible
through home nursing, visiting nurses and home-makers, with occasion-^
al visits to clinics or doctors' offices.

4.

>

If this is not possible and if the client is not severely ill mentally
or physically, consider a nursing home near friends or relatives.

5.

The next step is a chronic disease hospital near home, friends or
relatives.

6.

The next possible step is a general hospital or medical center where
medical and psychiatric studies can be made, treatment given, and

the patient returned to as near the number one situation as possible.
Every effort should be made to reverse the process and return the patient
to the lowered numbered of these alternatives that is possible.

In reference to the economic security of the.elderly, Oriol (1970:99)presents a detailed discussion of the programs designed to protect elderly
consumers.

This is very important, since a good share of people do not

save enough money to retire on, so as they grow older they must be support

ed by their families or by the state.

The first possibility, family

support, has not worked out as a general procedure.

Families have shown

less and less inclination to support their older people, and the burden
has inevitably been assumed by the state in one form or another,

(Havighurst and Albretch, 1953:38).

This is one of the reasons for the

ezdistence of social services for the aged.
Social Services

Social services are those organized efforts by individuals with
special training to ameliorate or eradicate an unacceptable social condi
tion or to meet an expressed social need within the community.

Such

services are sanctioned by the community and may be supported by tax

monies, voluntary contributions or through proprietory auspices.

The

services are usually directed to meet the physiological, psychological or

social needs of the individual, his family or social group, (The Status
of Research in Applied Social Gerontology, 1969:55).

On the other hand, the term "community services" is applied to the
full range of services, including those in the home, those available in

the open community, and those ayailable in cohgregate care facilities,

(The Status of Research in Applied Social Gerontology, 1969:57).
The Committee on Research and Development Goals in Social Gerontology

of the Gerontological Society (The Status of Research in Applied Social

Gerontology, 1969:57), proposes a highly tentative model of a community
range of services to aging people, which may be summarized as follows:

1.

Basic Services:

which may be those services required by all age groups

including the aged, and may include community health services, family

and individual counseling, financial assistance, etc.
2.

Preventive Services:

those designed to prevent, on a population or on

an individual basis, the breakdown of the capacity of the older person
to function, through detection of need and through social intervention

prior to old age or prior to a crisis in old age.

They may include

services such as periodic health check-ups, job re-training, etc.

■
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3. Adjustment and Integrative Services; intending to develop ways to

permit the older person to participate in the life of the community,
to retain and utilize his capacities usefully, and to adjust to new
social roles in the family and in the broader community.

Specific

services would include old age assistance, recreation services,
retirement preparation, senior activity center programs, etc.

4. Supportive Services: designed to aid the older person to remain in
his familiar habitat or to retain his usual living arrangement when

this is not possible through his own efforts.

Specific services

would include escort services, friendly visiting, homemaker-house-^

keeper service, home meal service, organized home care and trans
portation services.

5. Congregational and Shelter Care Services Level: designed to protect
the older person from hazards Of living in the open community, or
from his inability to work out some independent or family living

situations due to physical and/or mental infirmity.

Those services

included are day care for older persons, homes for the aged, housing
for the elderly with varying auxiliary services, etc.
6.

Protective Services:

To protect the civil rights and personal welfare

of older persons from the neglect and/or exploitation by relatives,
friends, himself and the community.

Protective services would be

basically a coordinated organization of legal, medical and social
services.

Many elderly people remain in their communities and manage without

the help of organized social services. When families and individuals
require social intervention because of age-related needs, the capability

■ ■ ■ ■'■18
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of the communities to respond effectively is often deficient.

Flexible

and alternative programs for providing income maintenance, health ser

vices, housing, and work and leisure activities are often either not
apparent to the persons in need or are not, in fact, available.

Because

of the varied and changing needs of individuals over the later years of

life, social services need to be comprehensive in order to provide ser
vices ranging from simple information to immediate direct service during
a time of crisis^

To achieve this goal it is necessary to clearly

,

identify the elderly who require services, to ascertain their needs and

requirements, and to learn how to deliver services to them most effi
ciently, so that their lives can be permanently changed for the better,

(The Status of Research in Applied Social Gerontology, 1969:14).
Tabenhaus and McGormick (1962:310) indicated that with the increase

in number of old persons the demand for services would increase at the
same time.

They noted, however, that in spite of the demand for services,

many studies report that such resources and facilities already available
to the elderly are poorly utilized. Many health and welfare officials
know there is a large segment of the elderly population who need but do
not avail themselves of health and allied resources.

The aging lodging

houses resident may typify this older person who needs but does not

receive these health services, even though they are ayailable.

Kutner

(1956:161) also refers to the fact that many people do not make use of any

community agency, despite the seriousness of their need for assistance.

Many services indicate that the bulk of their older clients are obtained
indirectly through requests by adult children for placement of an elderly
parent in a mental, institution, nursing home or home for the aged.

Few
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older people come personally for help and those who do appear often

limit their requests to some specific prohlem, for example the need for
a new apartment, a medical check-up, or the desire for employment.

In

many instances, however, a specific request that appears to be initiated
for obvious motivations may be deeply embedded in a complexity of life

problems, the nature and significance of x^hich are shielded from pro-fessional view.

An understanding of some of these life problems is

needed to yield clues to the dispostion and resistances shown by older

people to use community services.

At the same time a clearer understand

ing of these dispositions and motivations is also required to guide

agencies*policies toward giving the most effective help to those in the
older a^e groups.

"

Shanas (1971:38) indicates that the aged in institutions are only a

part of those old people who need a full program of community services.
In each country she studied, there were between two and three times as

many persons bedfast and housebound in their oxm homes as there were in
institutions of all kinds, including institutions for the well aged.
The estimates of the proportion of bedfast and housebound aged living

at home range from a high of 15 percent in Israel to a low of 8 percent
in the United States.

A full spectrum of health services and a wide

variety of health applicances are needed by these old people.

The number

of aged living at home who need this program of care is very substantial.
It is estimated that they include a range from about one old person in

every twelve in the United States to as many as one old person in every
seven in Israel.

In reference to the disposition of elderly people to use services or

facilities, Kutner (1956:185) indicates that several factors may influ
ence that disposition: structural factors such as the knovrledge of the
existence of the service, social pressures encouraging or hindering use,

and attitudes toward the types of services offered.

One important

factor is the social and psychological consequences of age segregation.

As indicated before, the individual needs (medical and social) at

any particular time of his life determines to a large extent the type

of living arrangement. The degree of satisfaction which the elderly
person can derive from his living arrangement, which he either chooses
or must accept, will be a result Of his feelings about himself and his

relationships to others. The majority Of older people seem to prefer
and hope to maintain an independent mode of ,living in a home of their
own. The strong desire for independent living is the established pattern
of life in our culture and is part of the general feeling for the need

to maintain independence in other areas of life.

Some studies indicate

that this is the primary factor responsible for the large ntimber of

elderly who continue to live independently despite serious handicaps and
the difficulties these entail.

It has been suggested that this need for

independence is the reason that only a small niimber of elderly in the
United States share the home of their relatives, (Fields 1972:65).

When the elderly person is no longer able to care for himself in
his own home and does not wish to or cannot share the home of his rela

tives, the only recourse open to him is to accept some form of congregate

living, often referred to as "institutional care." This term is usually

applied to two types of institutions: health related facilites, such aS
the chronic disease hospital and nursing home, and the home for the aged.
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(Field, 1972:78).

The nursing home is that institution designed to provide needed
care for persons who are infirm, chronically ill, but who do not require

close medical supervision.

The home for the aged is one of the oldest

institutions for the care of the elderly.

It is designed primarily for

the care of the frail elderly wh.o do not require medical care but need

a place to live and the security that someone will be there in case help
is needed.

There are many of the elderly who are not handicapped to

require institutional care, but who find it difficult to manage an

independent existence unless they have some household help.

The amount

and kind of such help will vary with the age and physical condition of
the individual.

To meet the needs of this particular group there has

been development of specialized aids such as housekeeping services,

part—time help, meals on wheels and various other kind of arrangements,
(Field, 1972:79).
Riley et al. (1968:578) indicate that the prevailing image of in
stitutional life is largely negative.

To the older person the institution

symbolizes the end of the mastery over his fate as well as the turning

away of society from him.

Certainly the aged in institutions constitute

the relatively disadvantaged in terms of health, social ties and economic
resources.

Residents of institutions appear to be less active, on the

whole, than the community, and less involved in social relationships

than those older people who live in the community.

Such constraints in

institutional living seem to arise not only from the personal character
istics and health status of the older people themselves but also from

inhibiting conditions existing in many institutions.

Several studies

show numerous negative features of existing institutions^ for example,

in general old-age homes are generally lacking in physical plant, staff
facilities and provisions for meaningful activity, freedom or autonomy

in the daily lives of residents.
Goe (1965:227) notes that a peculiar aspect of the residents in
institutions is that they are devalued hy the managers of the institu

tions before they enter the institution.

Consequently, justification

is provided for the manipulation of large groups of persons without

regard to their wishes through tight control over their behavior, for
structuring activities according to the needs of the organization, for

impersonal treatment of the residents, and for isolation of the resident
from the rest of the society.

The social organization of those institu

tions permits a small number of persons (the staff) to provide total
maintenance for the large group of residents. :
After a detailed discussion on the characteristics of the different

kinds of institutions, Drake (1958:328) indicates that by the use of
different names some of the institutionalized homes avoid fulfilling

part of their responsibility toward those who live in them.

In other

words, if a home attaches to its name a word which implies that it

accepts only those who have no physical disability, then the home assumes
no responsibility for its residents who become ill.

Some homes assume

no responsibility for the emotional, recreational, social or personality
needs of those who live there.

Some of these places are homes for the

aged in name only and serve as temporary shelters during the interval
between having to give up one's own home and death.
Besides the institutions and other forms of community services, it
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seems appropriate to mention the existence of the voluntary services.

In general the basic purposes of many voluntary groups is to provide

older people with socially enriching experiences which, would help pre
serve their dignity as human beings and enhance their feelings of
self-worth, (Kaplan, 1970:338).

Some communities have organized the foster home program for older
people. Younger families adopt an elderly person who comes to live in

the home with them. This kind of voluntary effort works well when the

affair is placed in a personal basis rather than in a commercial basis,
(Drake, 1958:327).

COMMUNITY SERVICES FOR ELDERLY PEOPLiE IN RIVERSIDE

In presenting the Gommunity services available for elderly people

in Riverside, we will follow the model presented by the Gerontological
Society (The Status of Research in Applied Social Gerontology, 1969:57),
which was previously described in the review of literature.

1.

Basic Services

Since the basic services in a community are those required by all
age groups, those services were not considered in this research.

2.

Preventive Services

It was not possible to identify any service in Riverside which

could fulfill the conditions that would; identify it as preventive
service directed to elderly people.

Perhaps the only indirect preventive

service in relation to health is the requirement made by the Licensing
Unit that in order to renew the license to any home for aged, the admin
istration of the home must provide medical reports on the staff as well
as on the residents of the,home.

3.

Adjustment and Integrative'Services

The Riverside community presents a series of programs that may be

best classified in this category.

The most important of them are:

(1) Old Age Security, (2) Specialized Casework to the older person,
(3) Recreation Services for the aged, (4) Social Security.

A detailed

account of these services will be made in the following paragraphs.

(1) Old Age Security.
Old Age Security and casework services are provided by the Riverside
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County Welfare Department.

The Old Age Security (OAS) program has two main purposes;

(1) Provide income to supplement the resources of needy elderly people
and so enable them to secure the necessities of life, and (2) provide

those services needed to promote their physical and social wellbeing and
enable the elderly as much as possible, to remain active members of

the community, (Public Assistance and Welfare Services in California, p. 5).
Under OAS, persons 65 years or older, in the state of California,

may be entitled, according to their needs, to such aid as financial assis
tance, social services, medical services, care in the home, assistattce with
other special needs and private or institutional care.

The Old Age Security program used nearly 20 percent of the total

budget of the Riverside County Weifare Department during the fiscal year
1971-1972.: It ranks as the second program after Aid to Families with
Dependent Children, in amount spent.
As indicated before, medical services are included in OAS. The

health care services, which are better known under the name of Medical,
are a program of medical services for the needy. Medical has been in
effect since March ,of 1966, and replaced the former program of public

assistance, medical care and medical assistance for the aged.

All recipients of public assistance (those under OAS, Aid for Fami

lies with Dependent Children, and Aid to the Disabled), are automatically
elegible for Medical benefits. The Medical program itself is operated

by the Department of Health Care Services. Persons receiving this public
assistance receive such benefits as hospital care, nursing home care,

physicians's consultations, dental care and other allied services.

- ,■
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The services ill this program are divided into two groups as

follows: Group I, in which the services are completely fr4e, and
Group 11, in which persons may be req^uired to pay part of the cost of
medical care, according to their income and resources.

The program called Aid to the Needy Disabled is a program which
provides financial aid and other services to needy persons who are

permanently and totally disabled and who meet other eligibility req^uire-

ments.

This assistance is only available to a person with a physical or

mental disability that probably will continue for life and prevents
engagement in paid emplo3nQient or homemaking duties.

The applicant

cannot be less than 18 years of age and must show insufficient income
to meet his needs.

The program provides financial assistance, social

services, medical services, care in home and assistance with special
■■•heeds. '.

(2)

■
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Specialized casework
Specialized casework is provided for elderly people by the Riverside

County Welfare Department through its Unit of Social Services.

The main

purpose is to provide counseling and referral services for Riverside
residents.

About 98 percent of the elderly people who receive social services

are at the same time receiving economic aid from Welfare Department.

In

March 1972, there were about 10,000 persons 65 years of age and over
receiving economic aid in the county.

This does not mean that all of

them were receiving social services, since some of them receive only
economic aid.

The figure indicated is equivalent to the 37 percent of

the total number of persons receiving aid from the Welfare Department
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on that date, (Quarterly Report of Riverside Department of Public Welfare,

1972;2). It is important to note that this percientage is one of the highest
in the state.

The casework and referral services are;provided by social workers,
although it is not necessary that the worker hold a diploma in Social
Service.

The Welfare Department hires for this job persons who have a

bachelor's degree in any of the social sciences providing the person has
some ejcperience in social relations.

Through the courtesy of the Welfare Department, I was able to go
with a social worker and visit two elderly persons. A copy of the
cases was also made available to me from the official files.

A summary

of these two cases follows.

Case I. "Date opened: 2—14-69, Transferred from Indio. Name:
Mrs. L. F. G. Female. Age 67, divbrcedj five children. The
applicant lives alone in a small apartment with cooking facilities.

She came to the desert and worked until applying for aid. Employer
teleased her after EKG showed heart trouble. She filsd for
two years ago, but has not had funds to complete it. Three
children are in San Diego, but whereabouts of the other two
unknown. In 1958, she had a heart attack and was unable to
seven months. She had worked in hospital in various duties

divorce
of her
are
work for
most of

her life. As she had no disability insurance or reserve funds, she
is receiving general assistance. Mrs. L. F. G. completed her last
grade when she was 18. Later she obtained special training in medi
cal terminology, and massage in a two year correspondence course.
Her usual occupation was nurse aid. She had several jobs in hospi
tals up to when she started her own business: - for a long time she
had her own massage parlor in Riverside. Through Welfare Department
she is receiving assistance from the Visiting Nurse Association of
Riverside County, in domestic service and personal care. Sometimes
she does not need much help because she improves and is able to do
more for herself, but at other times she cannot.

She has had

several heart attacks and has been confined to bed. The specific
services that she has needed are: housekeeping, clothing maintenance,
help with shopping and meal preparation."
During the visit Mrs. L. F. G. said that she feels very lonely
because she never receives news from her children.

She also said that

she is very happy with the service provided by the Welfare Department,
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but she does not want to depend permanently on Welfare,

Case II. "Date opened:

12~l'-70*

Wame: Mrs. B. N., female, age 85,

widow, a daughter. The applicant lives alone in her small but ade
quate house which she purchased 40 years ago. Her two living
relatives are a daughter who lives in New York, and a sister who
lives in Corona del Mar Beach. She has had serious problems with
her veins, specially in the legs. She is unable to get to a doctor
because she does not drive, and also because she has no family or
relatives living near by, and she cannot go out for herself. Her
husband died ten years ago and by his death she is receiving a month
ly pension. The services she receives from the Welfare Department
through the Visiting Nurse Association are: clothing maintenance,
shopping, meal preparation, and sometimes bed care and medicatlori.
Once in a while her sister visits Mrs. B. B. Her daughter never
visits her, although when she was able she flew several times to
New York to visit her."

She said that she is very happy with the homemaker services because

she enjoys the companionship and has everything ready as she wants.
Although her appearance was very neat, she said that she cannot do anything
for herself.

She also said that she does not like to cook, and the day

the homemaker is not at her home she only eats a meal a day and that is
generally canned food.
C3)

Recreation Services

The recreation programs are provided in part by the Park and Recrea

tion Department of the City of Riverside through its program called "Senior
Citizens."
employee.

This program is run by two full time employees and a part time
Its main aim is to coordinate, stimulate and advertise recreation

activities for elderly people, together with several clubs and local organ
izations.

Some of the clubs with which the "Senior Citizens" program works are:
Arlington Senior Citizens, Arlington Shuffleboard Club, Home of the
Neighboring Service, Kings Club, American Association of Retired Persons
and several others.

None of these groups requires payment of m.embership
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fees and any elderly person may participate in the activities of these
groups.

The Department is very interested in stimulating tours and short

trips, so it works in coordination with the Golden Tours Company in plan
ning, advertising and supporting short and long tours.

Other activities

directly sponsored By the Park and Recreation Department are the Get
Acq^uainted Luncheon, the 50th Anniversary Club, Movie of the Month and
transport discounts.

All of these programs are announced in the Senior

Citizens Bulletin which is published monthly by the Department.
Recently (Spring, 1972), the Department made a survey in order to
find out how well informed the elderly people in Riverside City are.

The survey did not represent the senior citizen population as a whole,

since the questionaires reached only that group which is relatively more
active and possibly better informed.

However 39 percent of the respondents

answered that they do not know who or where to call to get information

on desired programs and benefits.

Fifty percent indicated that they had

not received mail from organizations that aid senior citizens.

In general,

the survey revealed that there is a need for more communication between

agencies and more easily available information for the general public.
Seventy five percent wanted an agency or central office to speak for their

needs and to provide information and referrals.

The information from the

survey indicates that the Department can do more for senior citizens.

A

visible need is better education and communication, since most of the
elderly people do not know about the organizations and services available
for them.
One indication of the lack of communication and information even

^
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between agencies is the fact that during one of my visits to persons re-ceiving social services from the Welfare Department, the social worker

said that she did not have any information about the Volunteer Driver
Service which is offered by the Volunteer Bureau.

In addition to the Bark and Recreation Department, there are several
individual clubs which also provide community services for the elderly.
One of these is the Riverside Retirement Club.

This is a non-profit, noil-

political, educational and philanthropic organization enrolling men and

women 65 years and older, regardless of race, color, religion or national
origin, that want to be members.

The Riverside Retirement Club has about

115 members.

The Club meets regularly twice a week, Mondays and Thursdays from ten
in the morning to two in the afternoon, and usually includes lunch during

the meeting.

The meeting place is a very old but cdmfortable two-story

house which is property of the County.

The organization started with the

Retired Teachers Association many years ago, and later became an opeii or

ganization accepting any person over 65 years wishing to have social activ
ities in a group.

The Club is very well organized and there are all kinds

of social activities including tours, games, parties, dinners and luncheons.
The Riverside Retirement Club has a special program designed to help

the elderly in obtaining good health and life insurance, because elderly

persons have difficulties obtaining favorable insurance.

The Club works

in coordination with the American Association of Retired Persons in its

insurance plan, and also to obtain discounts when traveling and in movies.
The Club also receives pharmacy services from the American Association of
Retired Persons getting medication at discounts up to 50 percent.

Another activity of the Riverside Retirement Club is called "New Eyes

:• V
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for the Needy." This altruistic program consists in reclaiming glasses
to give to needy people in other parts of the country and also to send
to other countries. The Club also has classes to teach senior citizens

how to care for their health and improve their appearance. Another class
offered is about people in other lands.

(4) Social Security

Another service that may be classified as being in the category of
Adjustment and Integrative services is Social Security.
Social Security is a federally managed program with about 900 offices

distributed all over the country. The Riverside office is located central

ly and is staffed with 27 persons, which gives an idea of the importance
of this agency among the community services.

The basic idea or purpose of Social Security is that during working
years, workers ah-d. employers, or self"-employed people,,, pay social security
contributions to the government. When earnings stop or are reduced be

cause the worker retires, becomes disabled or dies, monthly cash benefits
are paid either to the worker, or to his survivors if he dies. About 90

percent of the working people in the United States are presently affiliated
with Social Security, (Your Social Security, 1972:5).

The contributions made to the government go to special trust funds,
and are used to provide help in basically four situations?

(1) Survivors: monthly payments are made to the widow, dependent children
or other dependent relatives when the wage earner dies,

(2) Disability: if a person becomes disabled (that is, when a person has
a severe physical or mental condition which prevents him from working
for at least twelve months or is expected to result in death) he and
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his dependents receive monthly payments^

C3) Retirement: when a person reaches retirement age he and his family
become entitled to monthly cash payments ^ and

(4) Medicare:

this is a health Insnrance under Social Security, which

helps people 65 years or over and their dependents in paying thedLr
hospital and medical expenses.
In order for a person to get monthly cash payments for himself and

his family, or for the survivors to get payments in case of the wage

earner's death, he must first have credit for a certain amount of work
under Social Security.

This credit may have been earned at any time since

1936.

In regard to Retirement payment^, ihe person will receive monthly

cash benefits if he is fully Insured under Social Security.

To be fully

insured aperson must have been working and paying contributions to Sdcial
Security during a given period of time.

The amount of the monthly benefit

is based on the average earnings under Social Security over a period of
years, with a minimum of five years.

Several situations may change the

time the payments start and the amount of them.

A full account of those

situations is found in several bulletins published by Social Security and
distributed to the general public.
Medicare or the Health Insurance Program under Social Security covers
nearly all people 65 years old and oyer^ including some people who do not

have enough credit for work under Social Security to qualify for Retirement
benefits.

There are two protections under Medicare: (1) Hospital Insur-

ance and (2) Medical Insurance.

^

Nearly everyone who reaches 65 is elegible for Hospital Insurance

:
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and is covered automatically, providing he has been paying contributions

to Social Security. On the other hand, the Medical Insurance is optional,
and everyone 65 years or older is free to accept it or not. Every person
covered by the Medical Insurance will pay half the cost of it. Both Hos

pital and Medical insurances offer a significant help for the elderly in
health related needs.

,4.

Supportive Services

The Riverside coinmunity has a number of supportive services, among
which the most important are: (1) Friendly Visitors, (2) Homemaker
Services, (3) Volunteer Services, and (4) Meals on Wheels.
(1) Friendly Visitors

The Friendly Visitor program: in Riverside is managed codperatively
by both the Volunteer Referral and Information Bureau, and the Riverside

County Welfare Department. Together the two agencies recruit, select and
brain friendly visitors. The volunteers work under the supervision of the

Welfare Department, and the program is organized to visit among people
whose emotional and physical well-being has been impaired by illness, in
jury, loneliness or other misfortune.

The people served in this program are elderly, blind or disabled men

or women receiving financial assistance from the Welfare Department. They

may be living alone, in a boarding home, in a nursing home or in a conva
lescent hospital. All of these people have a need in common: the need
for someone to take personal interest in them as well as a need to maintain
contact with the mainstream of life.

The Friendly Visitor's contribution can enrich the often lonely life
of certain persons (including the elderly), supplements the work of the

professional staff, and also is a direct service to the community.
To the volunteer visitor will be assigned only persons who have re-quested these services or who have been referred for those services by
Social Work Staff.

To the visitor will be given a description of the

person's circumstances, but he must realize that since staff is bound by
law and professional ethics to regard such facts as confidential, he also

as a part of the agency is bound by similar ethics.

However, he should

feel free to develop his friendship with the person he visits as he would

in any other social contact, (People Iflio Need People, 1972:2).
Some of the responsibilities that the volunteer has with the person
that he is visiting are:
time.

to visit regularly, arranging visits ahead of

To keep engagements unless unavoidably detained, in which case he

is supposed to telephone the person expecting the visit.

If such a call is

not possible he is expected, to send a brief explanatory note.

He is ex

pected to give full attention to the client while in his company, consid
ering his needs, likes and interests.

The friendly visitor usually visits

the same person over a period of time so that a close relationship can be
built up.

The visitor is not encouraged to spend money in his visits,

because it is more advisable that the person visited look forward to the
personal contact rather than gifts.

Some responsibilities of the visitors to the agency are:

to accept

supervision from the agency, as well as to make regular reports.

To report

any inability to accept or continue one assignment once it has been accept-^

ed, to recognize that he supplements and does not replace the professional
staff, and to avoid criticizing of the policies of the agency.

The visitor

may feel free to ask for changes if he is unhappy in the assignment.

■
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The friendly visitor is expected to meet certain professional stan
dards.

He is advised to be natural, because too much effusiviness can

spell superficiality, to be a good listener and pdtient. He must keep to
himself the confidences shared with him and understand rather than to

criticize.

He is also told to remember birthdays and special occasions, as

well as to learn all tha;t he can about his friend before visiting him. He

is supposed to greet the person by his name, because it shows he respects
b-fm as an individual.

Finally, he must not give advice even if he is

asked for it. If the person needs advice, the friendly visitor is expected

to ehcourage him to talk to a social worker. In the same way the friend
ly visitor is advised not to try to take over the job of the doctor, laxiryer
or Other professipnal person, nor become? too personally involved in his
friend's problems.

As a volunteer the friendly visitor agrees to serve

without pay, but with the same high standards that the paid staff is ex

pected to meet in their work, (People Who Need People, 1972;5—8).
At the time of my interview with the service, available data showed
that, the nvimber of friendly visitors operating in Riversidp, Rubidoux,
Corona and Indio together was relatively lox^, being an average of 26 per
month in the first three months of the year, and averaging 137 volunteer
hours per month.

(2)

Homemaker Services

This service is provided by the Riverside County Welfare Department,
which has contracted with the Visiting Nurse Association for the perfor
mance of the service.

This service is given to elderly people who live alone in their homes

or apartments and who do not want to change their life styies by moving

-

into group quarters.

^
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In fact, the program has been designed to try to

keep old people in their otm homes, and avoid bringing them to institutions.
In short, the program operates as follows:

after a social worker froni

the Welfare Department has determined the need of the elderly person for
homemaker services, the case is reported to the Visiting Nurse Association,
which will send a trained person to. meet the needs of the person referred.
The Welfare Department receives weekly reports about the case from the

Visiting Nurse Association.
The Visiting Nurse Association is an agency including several seirvices

of importance in the community.

It is a non-profit corporation founded in

1960, and it is an approved and licensed home health agency, a member of
the National League for Nursing and of the California Association of Home
Health Agencies.

The Association provides skilled nursing care and related services
to people of differents ages and needs.

It provides the visiting nurse,

a graduate registered nurse who gives professional part-time nursing care,

health supervision and rehabilitation and the graduate physical therapist.

The speech therapist helps persons in relearning speech after illness im
pairs ability to speak.

The medical social worker provides counseling in

problems related to illness.
apist are also available.

The nutritionist and the occupational ther

All of these service persons are important for

elderly people, but possibly the most important service provided by the

Association is that given by the homemaker-home health aide.
The homemaker-hOme health aide is a person who has been trained to
carry out specific personal care and rehabilitation activities.
forms many tasks which help to prevent institutionalization.

She per

The homemaker
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helps elderly people with bathing, shaving, dressing, eating, going to
bed, toilet needs, devices, medications, laundry, ironing, cleaning,
making beds, sweeping and dusting and meal preparation.

They can also

go shopping for the client, but can never bring along the aged person
they are working for, because the insurance regulations do not permit it.
The homeinaker service is provided mainly to welfare recipients and ,
the Welfare Department pays directly to the Association.

It is interest

ing to note that most of the people who work as homemaker aides are also
welfare recipients who have been trained to do this work.

The Association was attending about 2400 cases in Riverside at the

time of my interview.

Health aides are provided under doctor's supervision

and the cost of their ser\rices is obtained through insurance, special grants,
etc.

The Visiting Nurse Association offers such services to the whole com

munity, not exclusively to welfare recipients.
(3)

Volunteer Services

Under this heading will be described most of the services available
through the Volunteer Referral and Information Bureau.

This is an agency

whose objective is to organize volunteer social labor in the city.

The

organization recruits people who want to volunteer in any kind of social
institution or program, gives them additional training, if needed, and

refers those persons to the institution where they want to work or where
they are most needed.

Any kind of skill that the person may offer to the

Volunteer Bureau, as it is usually named, is accepted and utilized in order
to alleviate some need.

Volunteer activities, which range from playing the

piano to manual labor are accepted.

The volunteer people available are

utilized in alleviating the needs of the young, the old, the sick and the

troubled.

are managed directly by the Volunteer Bureau.

The Volunteer Driver program is designed to give rides to the people who

need the service. Although this is not a service designed specifically
for old people, most of the persons who use it are elderly. The service

is provided for persons who cannot drive or do not have a car and need

to do urgent business, such as going to the doctor, dentist, etc. This
program has 60 pemanent volunteer drivers.

The other program organized by the Volunteer Bureau is exclusively
for elderly people, and is called Meditrans.
tion service.

This is another transporta

The service consists of a bus which travels from key points

in'town, to take people to general hospitals or central points where sev
eral other services are available.

The bus has a schedule of three round

trips during the day. As indicated by the informant, an average of one
hundred persons use the service per month, of which about 50 percent are
elderly. If someone located out of the route of the bus, needs the ser
vice, he may call to the office, and the bus will pick him up. The cost

ofithe program is covered by the Junior League, with the exception of the
bus driver, who is paid'by the transport company, the ovmer of the vehicle.
By keeping a list of persons who want to work as volunteers, the

organization is able to refer them to the institution or place where they

may be effectively employed. Agancies such as the Visiting Nurse Associa
tion, Welfare Department, churches, etc. receive volunteer work notices
through the Bureau.

The records of the Bureau show that from January to August (1972),

the organization received and referred 357 volunteers to several
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Institutions, g±vixig an average of 50 new Yolunte.ets monthly.

It is

interesting to note that in the Suiimier there were about 100 teen-agers

working as volunteers, while in School months the organization receives
10 to 15 teen-agers monthly. It was impossible to determine what percent

age of those volunteers did volunteer work with programs strictly for
elderly people.

After placing the volunteers where they are needed, the agency does
not control or take care of them, unless the volunteer wants a change of
program.

(4)

Meals on XJheels.

•

As with the hoiaemaker service, this program assists the elderly to

stay itttbeir own homes, rather than inpvj^g to a nursing home or any other
kind of institution.

This program involves the participation of several agencies:

the

Volunteer Referral and Information Bureau which recruits the volunteers,

the First Methodist Church which is sponsoring the program, the Visiting

Nurse Association which studies applications for the service, and the
Riverside Community Hospital which prepares the food.

The program bsgan' on October 12, 1972, and at the time of writing it
is still in an experimental phase.

As a beginning it is serving 20 elderly

persons by providing one hot meal per day. The charge per meal is $1.25.
There are 50 volunteers, each one works two days per month.
five volunteers Work in two cars distributing meals.

Every day

The meals may be

paid for with food stamps. The average age of the people served is 75
years, and, as a curious note, one of the volunteers is 81 years old.

■
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C5) Money Management,
Since some elderly persons cannot control their own finances, the
Welfare Department also offers individualized assistance in money manage

ment, through social workers and skilled personnel,

5,

Congregate and Shelter Care Services,
Most of the services provided in this category in Riverside are

offered by private organizations,

(1)

Substitute Family Care,
The program of substitute family care or Foster Homes for the elderly

has been one of the concerns of the Vplunteer Referral and Information

Bureau, but up to this moment it has been very difficult to obtain con

crete information about the pirogram, ;

■

(2)

^

Homes for the aged.

,

Three large homes and one small home for the aged were visited, in
order to obtain an idea of how these services are delivered, and the in

formation collected is summarized in the following paragraphs,
a,

Pl5naouth Tower,
This is a privately oxmed seven story complex of apartments for

retired people, which is located at 3401 Lemon St., downtown.
The Plymouth Tower offers three kinds of apartments:

(1)

Efficiency Units:

located on the 3rd, 4th and 5th floors.

accomodates either one or two persons.

Each unit

The apartments are completely

furnished, including draperies and carpeting; each unit has its own signal

button for an emergency attendant, and individual control for heating and
air conditioning; bathrooms have safety features also.
maid service, and linens are furnished,

There is a weekly

A kitchenette in the lounge area

of each, floor is added. Shower units are available by prior arrangement.
The rate schedule for these apartments is single occupancy, $275 and

double occupancy $375; the price includes utilities, except telephone.
(2) One bedroom suites; located in the 6th and 7th floors, and are
designed to accOmodate one or two persons. Each unit contains a separate
bedroom, living room and dressing area. A kitchenette provides an oppor
tunity for independent dining and the entertaining of private guests.

Although carpets and draperies are included, furniture is not provided
ill these units, and the occupants are allowed to bring their own preferred
furnishings. Each unit has its own balcony, emergency call button and all

the other additional services provided for the efficiency units. The rate
schedule for these apartments:is $340 for single occupancy and $430 for
double occupancy, monthly.

(3) Nursing Care Unit: this unit is located in the second floor. It is

a semiprivate service with 24 hour nursing care. Most of the people who
live on this floor can do al&ost nothing and many are confined to wheel

chairs. The monthly rate for this service is $450 monthly.
The application fee for any apartment in the building is $50. If a
resident wants redecoration of the apartment the cost is $75 for studio and

$125 for suites. When a resident leaves, every apartment is cleaned,
painted and everything checked.

Thsre is a large hall in the first floor which is divided by furniture

into a living room section, a music room and a play room. There, the resi
dents have the opportunity to relate socially with other residents.
There are three kinds of people living in this facility:
(a) Residents who can take care of themselves, cook for themselves and who

^ :

usually take the efficiency units, Cb) Residents who cannot or who do not
want to cook and use the dining service, and (c) Residents who cannot care

for themselves and must use the nursing unit. The home has four doctors

as consultants, who are called in emergencies, hut every resident is required to have his own doctor.

The Plymouth Tower is licensed by the State government, and it has
a total capacity for 145 persons. At the present time there are 50 per
sons working in the different duties in the facility. The dining service
offers three daily meals, which are served during the morning from seven

to eight, during noon from twelve to one, and in the evening from five to
■ six'., ■ ■ ■ . ,

■ ■ ■ •■ ■;

Most of the residents in the facility are women, the majority of whom

are in their sixties, some are in their eighties and a few in their nine
ties.

Several of them are members of organization or clubs, such as

Business and Professional Women's Club, Retirement Club, etc.

Some of them

do have families, but most have no family at all. As far as mobility is
concerned, they do not move very often.

The average is one or two every

two months; they move because they want to be nearer to a relative, or

because they want to live in another city, or because they do not like the
residence, etc.

The residents of this facility have several recreation programs in

the house, but if they want to go to some event, the administration pro

vides transportation without cost. The residence offers social activities
such as celebration of birthdays.

Once a month they have a "birthday tea ,

a party to which everybody is invited. They offer a big cake, soft drinks,
and special gifts for the residents that were born in that month. Other

:
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recreation activities include binges, cards, movies (once a week), a Bible

class, vesper service, and slide presentations.

Candle-making and jewelry-

making classes are tbe favorite activities of many of the residents.

The home has a pleasant appearance and everything is clean and neatly

located. Some of the people who were moving around seeined to be happy and

relaxed4 In general, the facility appears to be well managed and the
services offered appear to be good. Because of the prices, the facility
excludes people with low income.
b.

Mount Rubidoux Manor.

It is a non-profit and non-denominational facility of the First

Baptist Church of Riverside and the American Baptist Homes of the West,
Inc., of Oakland, California.

Mount Rubidoux Manor is a high-rise; residence iobated in downtown

Riverside, at Tenth and Chestnut Streets.

It is a 16-story structure created

to meet the needs of the senior citizens in Riverside.

The charges are on

a monthly basis, ranging from $75 to $108 according to the: size and lo
cation of the apartment.

All utilities, maintenance, and recreation

activities are included, except personal telephone.

There is a total of

213 apartments which include 183 efficiency units (studios), 29 one bedroom
apartments (suites), and a two bedroom apartment for the manager who lives
■ in.

All apartments have outside views through full width windows.

All

units have balconies and each apartment is equipped with carpeting,
draperies, bath, individual air conditioning and heater, electric stove
and refrigerator, and an emergency call system. Furniture and accesories
are brought in by the resident.

At Mount Rubidoux, all the residents are

V
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required to have at least one meal dally at the dining room. Meals are
served five days a week, Monday through Friday.

Meals have an extra

charge of $30.25 per month.

,

The residents have several social and recreational activities, such

as Bible study, cards,, bingo, music and singing, and physical exercises.
There is also a special class in which they teach themselves sign language.

The manager indicates that there is a good attendance to all those activities
Because the residence does not offer other services than the apartments,

and one meal a day, the people have to take care of themselves. IJhen the
residents need special help they are helped by the Visiting Nurses because

many of them are receiving aid from the County Welfare Department.

Some

of them receive Social Security, some have special pensions, etc.
It is very interesting that, in contrast to other residences, most
of the residents are couples, and both of them, in some cases, are receiving
their pensions.

A few people leave the residence for different reasons:

because they want to live near some relative or friend, because tney want

to live in another city, or because they do not like some specific things,
such as obligatory meal, etc.

The residence is very well organized.

Several facilities, such as

laundry and parking lot are available free of charge for the residents.

Some of the people who were moving around and talking to each other seemed
to be happy and satisfied with the place.
c.

,

The Aden Can.

This is a retirement home located in the periphery of the city,

close to Van Buren and Arlington Avenues, and at 8595 Pelving St.

The

owners and administratdrs are a couple in their fifties, who live in the

■;
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home and fully socialize with the residents.
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The Home was licensed in

1962 by the State.
The physical structure of this home consists of 13 apartments which

in groups of two and three occupy independent buildings.

The home is

licensed for 41 persons, and always is full, said the informant.
ages of the residents range from 60 to 92 years.
in each apartmentV

The

They live in groups

Some apartments have three bedrooms and some have two

only, a few of them have only one bedroom.

room, and each bedroom has a bathroom.

Each resident has his own bed

The whole apartment has a living

room, T.V., telephone, diningroom, and a small kitchen.

Every apartment

has its own distinctive decoration.

The home has 16 employees.

There are, in addition, consulting

physicians and two permanent nnrses.

If there is some emergency, the

resident must be taken to the hospital.

The basic rate per month is $250

for the persons who are on Welfare Programs, and for the rest of the res

idents is $320 per month.
As far as recreational activities are concerned, there are two small

rooms for playing cards, a special room for playing pool, and a small library;
there is also a beauty shop where the residents can get hair cuts, etc.,
once a week.

One of the full time employees is in charge of public rela

tions and recreational activities, and she is one of the residents in the
home.

The home offers three hot meals a day and three snack times between
the meals:

after breakfast, after lunch and after dinner.

The principal

meals are served in the dining room, but the snack in any place.

The residents in general looked very happy living in this residence.

They expressed their happiness very easily, in any conversation with them.
The informant said that very few people have left the home since it was
licensed.

More women than men live in this home.

Every Sunday the administration provides transportation for the res-^
idents who want to attend a church.

The administration does this because

there is no special place in the home dedicated to religious activities.
With some frequency, ministers of some churches visit the residents at
the home.

d.

The Golden Hours.

This is a Nursing Home located at 8781 Lake View St., in the Fed-

ley area.

The facility was licensed by the State in 1962, and is accredited

by the California Commission for the Accreditation of Nursing Homes.

It

has a capacity for 188 residents, and the informant indicated it is one of

the largest in the county.

The license permits three levels of care:

boarding care, intermediate care, and extended care.

Most of the residents

(about 80 percent) depend economically on Medical, which means that they
are receivdLng their money from the Welfare Department.

The age of the

residents ranges from 55 to 96 years.
The facility has 145 employees in all its departments.

Those employees

include the office group, housekeeping, janitors, maintenance, licensed and

vocational nurses, administrator, director, physicians, and social workers.
The specialized personnel available for the patients here are:

physical

therapist, occupational therapist, speech therapist, dietician, dental
consultant, physicians, and social workers.

Each of these professional

people has to work a minimum number of hours per week in the home.
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Some of the physicians help to supervise the medical services pro

vided by the home, and all of them have to do general examinations once
a month.

Several of the residents have their own doctors.

There are four

social workers who do all the geriatric social work that is needed.

They,

for example, look into the family or relatives of the residents, if they
have any, because many of them have lost contact with their families due
to different reasons.

One of the reasons indicated was the fact that

children do not want to know anything about their elderly parents.
informant presented several cases:

The

a young woman, who brought her mother

into this institution, told the director that she only wanted to know about
her mother in the event of her death; another daughter said to the director

that her mother, at that age, was a "horrible thing".

These are sad situ

ations, but the informant indicates they have happened very often.
There are 127 residents and almost 50 percent are very ill.
cated before, the home offers three levels of care.

As indi

The rate for the

boarding care is $412 per month, the intermediate care $512 and the extended

care $612.

The only conditions for admission are that the person need the

services and be sent by a doctor.

The most prevalent illnesses among the

residents are arteriosclerosis and arthritis.

The Home has several special facilities, such as sterilization room

for supplies, and emergency room for the usual cases presented.

If some

special emergency occurs, some of the nurses take the person to the general
hospital.

The Home also provides a large living room with television, and two
additional rooms for recreational activities.

Another small room is used

as the beauty parlor, where a beautician goes three times a week and gives
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hair cuts, permanents, etc. There is an extra charge for this service.
There is also a small chapel wiiere religious services are held for the

different religions in which residents are interested, Bible study sessions
are held once a week there.

Regarding recreational and social activities, the Home offers films,
chorus, birthday party (once a month), hobbies, crafts, bingo, cards, pop
corn and doughnut afternoon Conce a week). For these activities the staff
receive help from a group of volunteers, who also, occasionally, bring
clothing or useful things for the elderly.
The residents have three hot meals a day and two snacks.

The meals

are served in the dining room generally, but some of the residents prefer
to eat in their rooms, or have to because they are bedfast. Usually they
need help to eat.

The mobility of the residents in and out of the home is about 25 per

cent, per year. Some of the reasons for leaving the home are that they
want to live near some relatives or friends, or because they do not need

the services, and also because they do not like the home.

The Home has regular inspections from different organizations by which
the home is licensed, such as the Health Department, etc.

The physical aspect of this institution is very different from those
described before.

This is a large square building with no inner open

spaces. The interior appearance is that of a hospital, and walking around
we can see happy and depressed faces, some people walking, some in wheel
chairs, some of them with obvious appearance of mental retardation. Sev

eral persons are in the living room watching T,V, and some in the recreation
room. However, many persons stay in their bedrooms because physical

■
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ianpairment.
6.

Protective Services

The only ser^rice found in the survey that may fall in this category
is the service provided by the Licensing Unit of the Riverside County
Welfare Department.

(1) Licensing Unit of Old Age Boarding Homes and Related Services.
The responsibility of licensing small boarding homes with capacity
from one to fifteen residents has been delegated to the County Welfare

Department by the State Department of Social Welfare.

The State Depart

ment licenses, the larger capacity homes.

in order to obtain a license, a petson wishing to open a home for

elderly people must fulfil a series of req^uixements.

Every applicant is

given a copy of the "Digest of .Standards for Private Homes for Aged

People".

According to state and county officials, a good boarding home

for the aged should go beyond the minimum legal requirements.

The legal

requirements for functioning of Care Homes for adults appear consigned in
the California Administrative Code, Title 22, Chapter 5.

A reprint of

this chapter, as well as some other mimeographed literature, may be obtained
at the Licensing Unit.

A summary of the legal requirements, based on the

Chapter 5 of Title 22, on the "Handbook for the operators of boarding homes

for the Aged", and on information given by the Director of the Licensing
Unit will be made in the following paragraphs.

Home safety is extremely important to the aged persons who may have
difficulty in walking.

tentials as possiblei

The home must be as free of accident and fire po

There should not be slippery floors or scatter rugs,

and all steps should have handrails for safety. Medicines should be

properly labeled.
odor.

Bath and toilet room must be kept clean and free from

Floors must be painted or othen^ise rendered non—absorbent.

All furnishings and equipment must be maintained in a good state of

unkeep and repair.

night.

No resident can be locked in his bedroom by day or

The manager must be ever alert to prevent accidents.

be permitted in the community rooms only.

Smoking can

The Fire Department requires

that the operator complete an emergency fire evacuation plan for the home.
He is also required to notify the Fire Department in writing, within 24
hours, of any fire or explosion that occurred in the home.

In the same

way the licensed home is to notify the Licensing Unit in writing within
48 hours after the death of a resident.

It is required that every boarding home keep a file on each resident.
When receiving a new resident the registration card must include identifi
cation and emergency information.

A card provided by the Licensing Unit

is filled out with every resident and returned to the agency.

This card

contains information such as the nearest relative's name, the name of the

person to be called in case of emergency, as well as the name and telephone
number of the resident's doctor.

When the resident leaves the home or dies,

the Licensing Unit must be informed.

The Licensing Unit set up minimum monthly charges, depending on the

group in which elderly persons are classified.

Two main groups of old

people are considered by the Welfare Department, and they are defined in
the Manual of Policies and Procedures of the State of California Department

of Social Welfare (Section 44-209.5) as follows:

''Group I: A person who needs a protective environment but only
limited personal service. He may be able to go outside by himself,
take care of his own room and assume responsibility for his own

medication, or he may need and receive one of the following:

-.Sl'V.

1» Assistance in caring for his room, but can manage dressing and
personal hygiene, 2. Help with medication because of forgetfulness,
poor eyesight or shakiness, 3. A special room approved by the in
spector for non-ambulatory occupancy.
Group II:

A person in this group needs arid receives two or more of

the following: 1. Help with dressing and personal hygiene, 2. Extra
care because of incontinence, 3. Modified diet and help with eating,
4. Personal supervision in or away from the home, because of general
feebleness, tendency to wander, unsteadiness, mild mental confusion,
mental retardation, etc., or 5^ Extra care and special services be
cause he is non-ambulatory due to poor eyesight or use of mechanical
walking aids and requires a room specially approved by the fire in
spector for non-ambulatory occupancy."
For persons belonging to Group I, home services, including foods,

run at a minimum of $230 per month. For those in Group II, the minimum
cost is $241 (As of December 1972).
The boarding home maiiagement must provide for several services.

It

must provide a permanent person to take care of and manage the boarding
home.

The person should preferably be a middle aged person.

must never be left alone even for an hour.

The residents

When the manager goes out of

the home, there must be a competent person to supervise the residents.
In regard to the person in charge of the home, he must have the abili

ty and willingness to conform to applicable laws, rules, regulations and

standards. He must possess the following qualifications: have good general
health physically and mentally, and to be capable of performing housekeeping
tasks and giving personal services to the residents and directing the work

of household assistants. He must furnish a physician*s report giving an
evaluation of his current health and ability to care for residents.
similar report must be made at least every two years.

A

A report of an

examination for the detection of active communicable tuberculosis is re^

quired annually for every person involved in the management of a home.
In addition, the home manager is also required to have a certain educational
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background, training or experience to assume tha responsibility of pro
viding care for elderly persons and to keep financial records, as well
as to direct the work of others.

The home must stay within the limits of the license as to the number

of residents.

Similarly, thellcensed home can receive into the facility

only those persons for whom care Is authorized under the terms of the
license.

All homes must sign a written contract with each resident, who,

on his part, must present medical reports to enter the home.

Every boarding home has to present a financial plan which guarantees
sufficient resources to meet operating costs at all times and to maintain

required standards.

At the begnjining of the operation it must have suffi

cient liquid reserves to cover estimated operating expenses for at least
three months.

All licensed facilities must be operated in a non--discriminatory

basis, giving equal treatment and service without regard to race, color,
religion, national origin or ancestry.

There are several limitations in respect to the persons who can be
admitted to the type of boarding homes licensed by the County Welfare De
partment.

Persons with active communicable tuberculosis or any other

contagious or infectious disease cannot be admitted.

Similarly, persons

who, because of convalescence or chronic health condition, require profes
sional nursing care including close medical supervision, persons who require

treatment for addiction to alcohol or drugs, who require treatment or special
care for mental illness or retardation, or who require treatment, rehabili

tation or care for a major physical disability, and persons whose needs and

interests are incompatible with the welfare of other residents.

In general,

■ ■
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boarding homes admit residents with varying degrees of senility unless

the resident needs treatment in a h<[spital or heeds restraint.
In reference to physical aspects, the Licensing Unit has several

minimum requirements.

The building has to meet all applicable state laws

and regulations on fire and life safety, housing and sanitation.

Residents

must be accomodated with comfort and safety, in well lighted, heated and
ventilated rooms.

The kitchen has to be conveniently located for the

preparation and serving of meals, and as a rule there cannot be a connect

ing door between toilet and a room in which food is stored or prepared.
Similarly, the kitchen cannot be used as a passageway to a bedroom, bath,
or toilet, or as a sleeping room at any time.
Every facility must have at least one living room area for the use

of residents.

Also sufficient space has to be provided to assemble the

residents for social activities.

A comfortable and attractively furnished

living area which invites relaxation and leisure time occupations must be

provided. It cannot be used as a regular bedroom for any member of the
household or for a resident.

It is suggested that the homes provide a dining area, suitably fur
nished for group-meal service.

The dining room must have a minimum area of

15 square feet of floor per occupant.

The bedrooms, on the other hand,

should not be less than a minimum of 100 square feet of superficial floor
per resident.

Bedrooms for two occupants must have a minimum area of 70

square feet per person. Bedrooms cannot be used for occupancy by more than
two adults.

No bedroom can be used as a passageway to another room, bath

or toilet, and there must be individual beds for the residents, except for
married couples.
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A home must have at least one bath tub and/or shower for each ten

household members, and at least one tub or shoWer in each building occupied
by one or more residents.

At least one toilet and washbowl for each four

household members and daytime personnel must be provided.

There must be yard space easily accessible and protected from traffic.
An enclosed garden appropfiately equipped for outdoor use is also suggested.

Large residential care homes usually have space provided for washing,
ironing, mending of resident's personal clothing, arranged in such away
that residents who are able, and who so desire may do their own work.
Boarding homes must have a room for physicians' examinations.

The need to give personal service is based upon the physical and
mental condition of the resident.

For example:

help with their bathing,

shaving, dressing, eatingj taking preseribed medication and supervision to
prevent harm to self of to others usually is given when the condition of
the resident indicates that such help is needed.

As far as food is concerned, the diet must be nutritionally adequate

and also suitable for the aged.

Meals should be served family style at

the table in the dining room, and the residents should be encouraged to

eat with the new family as soon as they are accustomed to their new home.
Three nutritionally well balanced meals are to be served daily to the
residents.

It is recommended that the home management provide a daily program

which includes social and recreational activities appropriate to the inter-^
ests and abilities of the residents.

Most of the people who live in these homes are Welfare recipients.
Consequently those persons are visited by Social workers, and their needs

'
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are attended by them. If the elderly person requires extreme or special
care, the social worker refers him to the respective service within or
outside of the Welfare Department.

The duty of the Licensing Unit is reduced to licensing new homes

and watching for the normal functioning of the licensed homes. In addition,
the Unit keeps permanent records of the persons who are living in all
licensed boarding homes. To do this, the home has to send a card with all

the information about residents. Keeping these records is also important
in case of catastrophes or some other disaster in which information is
sometimes needed.

Each license is issued for one year; before the end of the year the
license must be renewed. The home is reinspected, the standard of care

of the residents and the financial conditioh of the manager are reviewed,
and hew X-rays for manager and employees are requested. The law requires
a complete listing of all residents and a physical report of those in the
home at the time of the application renewal, and those who have been in the

home during the year. This means a review of all of the register documents
and contracts with verification of their authenticity at the time of renewal.

Table 3 indicates the number of licensed homes for less than 15 persons
in several communities in Riverside County, as of July 1972,
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TABLE 3.

Nxmiber of boarding homes for less than 15 elderly persons
licensed in different communities of Riverside County.

Community

Number of homes

licensed

Riverside

46

Indio and Blythe

17

Ferris

15

Rubidoux

Hemet

Banning

12
10

Beaumont

9

Elsinore

7

Corona

5

Total

* Source:

''

135

Riverside County Welfare Department, Licensing Unit,
July 1972.

CONCLUSION

The eoimnunity of Exverside appears to have a wide spectrum of ser

vices at the adjustment and integrative level, at the supportive level
and at the congregate and shelter care level.

It seems apparent that no

specific services are provided at the preventive level, and there appears
to exist only one indirect protective service, which is the Licensing Unit
of the Welfare Department.

The Friendly Visitors Program seems to be a good and well managed

program. It is very important since it brings together young and middle
aged people to work with the elderly in ordef to give them help in the

purely social and psychological aspects, tending to alleviate the loneliness
of the elderly in the modern American society.

The involvement of greater

number of people from the community to work or at least to know about old
people would be desirable.
The Social Services Unit of the Riverside Welfare Department is a

well organized unit which offers several good services for old people.
One of the positive aspects of this unit is that the Social Worker is in

charge of the same case for an extended period of time.

This is very

important since the social worker may do a more effective job after knowing
his client well.

The Visiting Nurse Association, a private organization, is offering

very good services to the community, including elderly people.

It serves

low income people through its contract with the Welfare Department to pro

vide the homemaker service, and middle and high income people directly,
providing qualified personnel for the different services.
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It seems that the commuhication within the Welfare Department and
with other institutions is not as effective as it should be. I observed

an exam|)le of this lack of enough information when visiting some elderly
persons in company of a social worker from the Welfare Department. It
also seems apparent that there is a lack of sufficient'communication of

services and programs frbm the different agencies to the population of
retired people in the area. Increasing and improving the communication

and coordination between agencies and from agencies to old people in the
city would help to obtain more efficiency, and more people would benefit
from; the different programs,

In summary, while there appear to exist enough services for elderly

people at the levels ehnimierated in Riverside City, the existing group of
services could be improved by emphasizing communicatibn. Also, the ser
vices could be expanded to cover preventive level, by programs of education

for the elderly as well as for adults near to retirement age.
Although there have been some research attempts by the institutions

involved in giving services, no one is in charge of evaluating the actual
services, and this should be one of the first priorities in future investi
gations.

Besides the evaluation of services, other areas that should be

studied include the social and psychological consequences of how services

are offered, and a determination of how needs change with egc in elderly
people.;.

,
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There is an increasing concern for provldirig services for elderly

people^ and most communities in the United States offer a wide variety
of them.

Inadequate planning and little evaluation are common problems

in the services offered by.many communities.

The main objectives of this study were to assess the kind of services
available for elderly people in the city of Riverside, second, to make ob
servations on the relations existing among the agencies delivering those

services, and third, to make an evaluation of those services based on the
information supplied by the agencies themselves.
This was intended^t^ be descriptive research, and most of the data was

obtained through interview with the personnel working with the agencies

delivering services for the aged in Riverside City.

The services found were

grouped and analyzed according to a theoretical model of optimum community
services for aged people.

No specific services at the preventive level were found to be offered
in the community.

apparent.

Scarcity of services at the protective level was also

A good spectrum of services was found at the adjustment and in-

tegrative level, at the supportive level and at the congregate and shelter
care service level.

Several organizations such as the Friendly Visitors, the Social
Service Unit of the Welfare Department and the Visiting Nurse Association

were giving good services in their respective levels.
\

The services offered by the community of Riverside can be improved

by emphasizing communication, and the whole number of services can be

tended to cover preventive level, by programs of education for adults before
and after retirement.
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